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Abstract: A new method for recognition of isolated handwritten
Arabic/Persian digits is presented. This method is based on Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), and a new approach of feature extraction.
Each digit is considered from four different views, and from each view
16 features are extracted and combined to obtain 64 features. Using these
features, multiple SVM classifiers are trained to separate different classes
of digits. CENPARMI Indian (Arabic/Persian) handwritten digit database
is used for training and testing of SVM classifiers. Based on this
database, differences between Arabic and Persian digits in digit
recognition are shown. This database provides 7390 samples for training
and 3035 samples for testing from the real life samples. Experiments
show that the proposed features can provide a very good recognition
result using Support Vector Machines at a recognition rate 94.14%,
compared with 91.25% obtained by MLP neural network classifier using
the same features and test set.
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1. Introduction
Optical character -recognition (OCR) is one of the most successful applications of automatic

pattern recognition [1], and handwritten digit recognition has long been an active topic in OCR and
classification/learning research. Numerous approaches have been proposed for pre-processing, feature
extraction, learning/classification, post-processing, and some standard image databases are widely used to
evaluate the performance [2]. However most of these research activities have been done on Latin digits,
and little work was done on Arabic/Persian handwritten digit recognition. In the last ten years, a few
papers were published on Arabic/Persian digits recognition, and they used different methods for feature
extraction such as: geometric moments invariants, Zernike moments[3], shadow coding[4]; and different
methods for classification such as: statistical, fuzzy, or neural approaches [3,4]. But since online standard
database for Arabic/Persian digit recognition is not available, researchers used their own databases to
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evaluate these methods. As a result, these methods are not comparable to one other. Therefore, it is very
important to introduce a standard database for measuring the performance of these methods. It is also
important to apply the state of the art classification techniques and new feature extraction approaches to
recognize Arabic/Persian digits and to improve the recognition rate.

Although Support Vector Machine (SVM) as one of the state of the art classification techniques
has been used for Latin digit recognition [2], according to our knowledge, it has not been used for
ArabiclPersiandigits recognition. This paper presents application of SVMs for recognition of isolated
handwritten on CENPA.R1'vfIIndian (Arabic/Persian) digit database (5]. The motivation for this study is to
present a new method for feature extraction and compare performances of SVM and MLP neural network
classifiers on a new ArabiclPersian handwritten digit database. This database is available for research
community upon request to CENPARMI [5]. This paper is organized as follows: fITstCENPARMI Indian
digit database is introduced. Preprocessing and feature extraction methods are described in section 3 and 4
respectively. In section 5 we describe SVM classifiers and their combination. In section 6 we present our
results and finally draw our conclusions.

2. The Database
Although Persian, and Arabic digits (so called Hindi or Indian digits (5]) look very similar, we

noticed there are important differences between Persian, and Arabic ways of handwriting of digits that are
shown in Table 2-1. Persian handwritten digits form normally 13 classes because of two different ways of
writing O,4,and 6 (see row b Table 2-1). At the same time Arabic handwritten digits form normally 11
classes because of two different ways of writing 3 (see row c Table 2-1), and also the shape of 5 is
different in these two languages. CENPARMI Indian digit database, which is used for our experiments in
the next sections, has been designed for isolated handwritten Indian digits. It is based on the Arabic style
of handwriting of digits (see row c of Table 2-1), and the distribution of the samples in this database is
presented in Table 2-2. This database contains 7390 isolated digits for training set, and 3035 digits for
testing sets, and all these digits have been collected from real bank cheques (5]. Here we only consider
recognition of 10 classes of digits that are common between Arabic and Persian languages (the first 10
columns of Table 2-1). A few such samples used for training set are shown in figure 1. Training and test
sets of CENPARMI Indian digit database are distinct sets, but they have similar samples.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Table 2-1. (a) -Latin digits, (b)-Persian digits, (c)-Arabic digits (Hindi digits)

3. Preprocessing
Because all images in the database are clean and without noise, we did not include noise

reduction in our system, but in a real system we need to remove noise from the images. Since images in
the database have different sizes (see figure 1), as a preprocessing step in our system, we normalize the
size of all the images by changing their size to 64 by 64 pixels, by using the nearest neighbor interpolation
method (6] (see figure 2). Then we used these normalized images for the next step (feature extraction).
This kind of normalization makes our features invariant to size, and translation, hence the way of feature
"extractionfor all samples will be the same.
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Table 2-2. Distribution of the samples in different classes in training and testing sets

""'~~D'VJ\.~
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 1. Some samples of the digits in the database and their equivalent Latin digits

"'",«<i.O\VI\~
Figure2. Normalized digits

4. Feature Extraction
The traditional goal of feature extractors is to characterize an object by measurements whose

values are very similar to the other objects in the same category, but very different for the objects in
different categories [7]. Here after the preprocessing step, different features and their combinations were
obtained, and we selected a set of 64 features. Below we explain how to compute these features. First, the
matrix of each normalized digit is considered from four different views (top, right, bottom, and left) as
shown in figure 3.

In figure 3 directions we selected for each view is also shown. For obtaining each view, the
number of white pixels is counted until we reach to the boundary of the digit, and represented as a
function (curve) which shows the changes of the boundary that seen from that view in the directions
shown. These functions (curves) encode the structural features of the outer boundary of the digit, for
example in figure 3 right view shows linear changes in the boundary which seen from this view. The main
idea is to transfer the features of each digit in to one-dimensional signals (functions of one variable for
example distance or time), and to process these signals for obtaining another features and further
recognition. For each signal (curve), after some smoothing by median filtering (with window size 3
pixel), one-dimensional derivative is computed (Figure 4), smoothed, and sampled. Here the sampling
rate of ~ is used. According to our normalization method, each side of the digit has 64 pixels, hence 64
values are obtained from the sampling of the derivatives, and they are used as features for the
classification step. These features are easy to interpret, compute and they have good information about the
structure of the digit.

5. Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are new learning machines; and they were introduced in 1995

by Vapnik et aI. In the past few years they generated a great deal of interest in the community of machine
learning because of their excellent generalization in many learning problems [8J, such as in handwritten
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total

Training 3793 782 545 362 307 649 279 233 246 194 7390

Testing 1574 304 225 144 133 263 III 109 98 74 3035
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Figure 3. a:Original image, b:Normalized image, c-f:Different views from top, right, bottom. left
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Figure 4. Derivatives of different views in parts of c, d, e, f of figure 3

20

digit recognition, face recognition, and novelty detection [9]. Here we only introduce some basic formulas
for SVMs, and without loss of generality we consider two class classification problems.. (for more details,

see [9,10]).Giventhe trainingsamples{eXpYJ},i = 1,...,N'YiE {-l,+l},Xi E Rd where Xi is a d

dimensional training sample, Yi is the class label for each Xi, and N is the number of training samples.
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Support vector machines fIrst map the data ITomthe input space to a very high dimensional Hilbert space
H (so called feature space), using a mapping rjJ.

rjJ:Rd ---'?H

ThemappingrjJis implementedimplicitlyby a kernelfunctionK that satisfiesMercer's conditions[10].
Kernels are functions that give the inner product of each pair of vectors in the feature space, such that:

K(Xi'X) = (rjJ(Xi),rjJ(X);, \:jX. , X E Rd
I J

where (. , .) is a notation for inner product [10]. Then in the high dimensional feature space H, we try
to find an optimal hyperplane by maximizing the margin between the two classes (see figure 5), and
bounding the number of training errors.
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Figure 5. Optimal hyperplane with maximum margin.

The decision function can be given as:

leX) = 1f/((W,fj)(X»)-b)
N

=If/(l>i ai(fj)(Xi),fj)(X»)-b)
i=!
N ,.

= If/(LYPiK(XpX) -b).
i=1

where

{

I if u>O
If/(u) = -1 otherwise

and
N

W =LYPirjJ(Xi)
i~1
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If aj is nonzero then corresponding sample Xj is called support vector [9]. Training an SVM is to find

aj,i = 1,...,N , which can be achieved by minimizing the following quadratic cost function.

Minimize:
N 1 N N

LD(a) =La; -- LLapjY;YjK(Xi'X)
;=1 2 ;=1 j=1

Subject to:

[

ON$;a; $; C, i = 1,...,N
l:a;y; = o
;=1

where C is a parameter chosen by the user, a large C corresponds to a higher penalty allocated to the
training errors. Since the kernel K is semi-positive definite, and the constraints define a convex set [10],
the above optimization problem reduces to a convex quadratic programming. Therefore the solutions W,
and b can be determined [8,11], and the optimal hyperplane is specified by these solutions.

5.1 Multiple SVM Classifier
Since we have 10 classes of digits, therefore we need 10 SVM classifiers or 10 hyperplanes to separate
the digits from each other. For example, one classifier for digit zero (so called SVMO) will separate all the
samples of zero from the other digits, and so on. This method of designing multiple SVM classifiers is
called one against the others as illustrated in figure 6.
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Class 1 0
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Figure 6. One against the others method for ~three class problem

From the 10 outputs of the 1OSVM classifiers, we take the maximum. The SVM classifier that gives the
maximum output will determine the class label for the input digit (see decision module in figure 7). In the
next section we present the experimental results of our system. .

6. Experimental results
Radial Bases Function (RBF) Kernel is used in the experiments, this kernel has just one

parameter, and it is very popular. Its general form is shown in equation 6-1,

K(Xi'X)=exp(-0'IIX;-XjIl2) , 0>0, Xi'XjERd Eq. 6-1
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Figure 7. Outline of the system, decision is based on the maximum output of the SVMs

where Xi, Xi are two input vectors and B is the parameter of the kernel [12]. By changing parameterB
in the kernel function and selecting suitable values for parameter C (as discussed in section 5), we tried to
obtain the best recognition rate for each SVM and at the same time for the multiple SVM classifier on the
test set. In our experiments values 0.02 and 10 are used for Band C respectively. The overall
performance of recognition rate on the test set for the multiple SVM: classifier was 94.14%. In Table 6-1
the numbers along the main diagonal shows the correct recognition of the multiple SVM classifier. As we
see most of the errors occur between digits 0, and 1 or 0, and 5. This is due to the high similarity of these
digits in the Arabic style of handwriting (see figure 1). So we need more features for distinguishing them.

Table 6-1. Recognition matrix for multiple SVM classifier

For comparison with MLP neural network classifier, different MLP classifiers were tested, the
one that gave the highest performance had one input layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer, with
(64-50-32-10) neurons. The overall recognition rate for this network on the test set was 91.25% as shown
in Table 6-2.

7. Conclusion and future works
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SVMO

SVMI

DecisionPre- Feature
processing Extraction

CIa
lam

Digit
image

SVM9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total

0 1525 31 0 1 0 11 1 0 2 3 1574

1 37 264 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 304

2 6 0 213 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 225

3 2 0 4 134 2 0 1 1 0 0 144

4 4 0 6 0 123 0 0 0 0 0 133

5 29 0 0 0 0 233 0 1 0 0 263..

6 0 2 0 0 0 0 107 0 0 2 111

7 4 1 0 3 0 0 0 101 0 0 109

8 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 93 0 98

9 6 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 64 74
..



In this paper we have developed a new set of features for ArabicIPersian digit recognition. Experiments
show these features have good discrimination ability. Along with these features, for the fIrst time, we
used the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to recognize ArabicIPersian digits. Also for training and test
sets, we used a new database (CENPARMI Indian digit database) with relatively large number ofreallife

Table 6-2. Recognition rate for two classifiers with the same features

samples. Finally we presented our results on this database, and compared these results with those from a
MLP neural network classifier. We obtained recognition rate for SVM classifier, and for MLP classifier
on the same test set. Our database is available to research community upon request to CENPARMI [5].
We think this database can be considered as a basis for the evaluation of ArabicIPersian handwritten digit
recognition systems, however this database should be improved further by including enough samples for
different figures of some digits such as 0,4, 6, and 5 that exist in Persian.
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Classifier Recognition Rate Error Rate (Substitution Rate) Rejection Rate

Multiple SVM Classifier 94.14% 5.86% 0%

MLP Classifier 91.25% 8.75% 0%


